Context. Close white dwarf -red dwarf binaries must have gone through a common-envelope phase during their evolution. DE CVn is a detached white dwarf -red dwarf binary with a relatively short (∼8.7 hours) orbital period. Its brightness and the presence of eclipses makes this system ideal for a more detailed study. Aims. From a study of photometric and spectroscopic observations of DE CVn we derive the system parameters which we discuss in the frame work of common-envelope evolution. Methods. Photometric observations of the eclipses are used to determine an accurate ephemeris. From a model fit to an average lowresolution spectrum of DE CVn we constrain the temperature of the white dwarf and the spectral type of the red dwarf. The eclipse light curve is analysed and combined with the radial velocity curve of the red dwarf determined from time-resolved spectroscopy to derive constraints on the inclination and the masses of the components in the system. Results. The derived ephemeris is HJD min = 2452784.5533(1) + 0.3641394(2) × E. The red dwarf in DE CVn has a spectral type of M3V and the white dwarf has an effective temperature of 8 000 K. The inclination of the system is 86 −0.0002 R ⊙ , respectively. Conclusions. We found that the white dwarf has a hydrogen-rich atmosphere (DA-type). Given that DE CVn has experienced a common-envelope phase, we can reconstruct its evolution and we find that the progenitor of the white dwarf was a relatively lowmass star (M≤ 1.6M ⊙ ). The current age of this system is 3.3 − 7.3 × 10 9 years, while it will take longer than the Hubble time for DE CVn to evolve into a semi-detached system.
Introduction
Large gaps remain in our knowledge of binary stellar evolution that affect our understanding of not only evolved compact binaries, but also of phenomena such as supernovae type Ia explosions, the rate of neutron star -neutron star mergers, and the number of gravitational wave sources in our Galaxy. The poorly understood physics of the common-envelope (CE) phase results in considerable uncertainty on the binary evolution (Paczyński 1976) . During the evolution of a binary, the more massive star turns into a giant. When the initial orbital period is small enough ( 10 years, Taam & Sandquist 2000) the envelope of the giant will encompass the secondary star. The secondary and the core of the giant will spiral in towards each other in a common-2 E.J.M. van den Besselaar et al.: DE CVn: A bright, eclipsing red dwarf -white dwarf binary specifically tell us if a CE phase has happened sometime in their past.
Some examples of detached, close white dwarf -lowmass main-sequence star (red dwarf) eclipsing binaries are: RR Cae (Bruch 1999) , NN Ser (Haefner 1989) , EC13471-1258 (O'Donoghue et al. 2003 , GK Vir (Green et al. 1986 ) and RX J2130.6+4710 (Maxted et al. 2004) . For a review on detached white dwarf -red dwarf binaries see e.g. Marsh (2000) and Schreiber & Gänsicke (2003) . The latest list of white dwarf -red dwarf binaries is in Morales-Rueda et al. (2005, with ten new systems compared to Marsh 2000) . It is necessary to study as many of these systems as possible to be able to compare their characteristics with population synthesis models and to find their space densities as a function of composition (e.g. white dwarf temperature, spectral type, age).
DE CVn (RX J1326.9+4532) is a relatively unstudied, bright (V = 12.8) eclipsing binary. It was first discovered as an X-ray source by ROSAT (Voges et al. 1999) and has a proper motion of −0.198±0.002
′′ yr −1 in right ascension and −0.178±0.003 ′′ yr −1
in declination as given in the USNO-B1 catalog (Monet et al. 2003) . This object was first studied photometrically by Robb & Greimel (1997) . From the light curve and the unequal maxima they derived an orbital period of 0.364 days. The asymmetry in their light curve needed a star spot to accurately model the light curve. Robb & Greimel (1997) measured eclipse depths of 0.054 ± 0.010 magnitude in the R band and 0.128 ± 0.029 magnitude in the V band. Holmes & Samus (2001) obtained U BVRI photometry for five nights in June 2000. They confirm the dependence of the eclipse depth with colours and found minimum depths of the eclipse of 0.10 magnitude in I, 0.15 in R, 0.30 in V, 0.60 in B, and 1.00 in U. The differences with wavelength band indicate that the two stars have very different colours.
We note a difference in the eclipse depths as quoted by Holmes & Samus (2001) compared to the values from Robb & Greimel (1997) . Although Holmes & Samus (2001) give their values as being eclipse depths, when looking at the light curve we suggest that they have taken the difference between minimum and maximum light instead of the difference between the start and minimum of the eclipse which is used by Robb & Greimel (1997) and in the present work.
DE CVn consists of an M-type star with a spectroscopically unseen companion, presumably a white dwarf. Throughout this paper we will refer to the M dwarf as the secondary component and the probable white dwarf as the primary component.
In Sect. 2 we describe our observations and reductions. The results are shown in Sect. 3 and the conclusions are given in Sect. 4.
Observations and reductions

Photometry
Our photometric dataset consists of various observations taken on a number of telescopes. Table 1 lists an overview of our photometric datasets taken with the 1.3-meter telescope of the Michigan-Dartmouth-MIT (MDM) Observatory (Arizona), with the 4.2-meter William Herschel Telescope (WHT) on La Palma with ULTRACAM (Dhillon & Marsh 2001) , with the automatic 0.5-meter telescope of the Climenhage Observatory in Victoria, Canada (referred to as UVic) and with the 1.8-meter telescope of the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory (DAO) located in Victoria, Canada. To reduce dead-time for the MDM observations, the CCD was binned 2 × 2, resulting in a scale of 1.02
′′ per binned pixel, and only a subregion of 256 × 256 (binned) pixels was read. These observations were reduced with standard packages in the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) 1 . We derived differential photometry with respect to one comparison star (RA = 13:26:59.6, Dec = +45:33:05, J2000) that is bright enough in the sparse field. The UVic and DAO observations were reduced with standard packages in IRAF.
The ULTRACAM data were reduced with standard aperture photometry. Differential photometry was obtained with respect to two comparison stars located at RA = 13:26:28.08, Dec = +45:33:11.6 (J2000) and RA = 13:26:39.2, Dec = +45:34:56.1 (J2000). The coordinates of DE CVn are RA = 13:26:53.2, Dec = +45:32:46.1 (J2000).
Spectroscopy
A log of our spectroscopic data set is given in Table 2 . The TLS echelle spectra are reduced with standard packages in IRAF. We could not correct the TLS spectra for flat fielding, because the sky/twilight flat fields would introduce only more lines in the spectra. The wavelength calibration was done with ∼300 lines in the Th -Ar arc spectra with a root-mean-square residual of ∼0.0036 Å. We checked the stability of the spectrograph by using sky lines and these are not shifted between the observations. Because of the unavailability of sky background or flux standards the echelle spectra are not sky subtracted or fluxcalibrated. These spectra were taken during grey time, so we do not expect problems with the background level. The MDM (using the Modspec, CCDS, MkIII spectrographs), DAO and ISIS spectra were all reduced with standard packages in IRAF and these are, except for the DAO spectra, approximately flux calibrated (a seeing matched slit width was used, limiting the accuracy of the photometric calibration).
Results
Eclipse light curves
The first ephemeris of the primary eclipse in DE CVn is given in Robb & Greimel (1997) . We take the mid-eclipse times as the mid-point between the start of the ingress and the end of the egress. From our photometric observations and the times of minima given in Tas et al. (2004) we have determined the ephemeris of the eclipse minima by fitting a straight line to the cycle numbers as derived from the ephemeris of Robb & Greimel (1997) :
No significant aliases were found near this period. The uncertainties (last digits) are derived for ∆χ 2 = 1 when we scale the individual errors to obtain that the reduced χ 2 = 1. The value of the orbital period is further confirmed by the radial velocity analysis described in Sect. 3.5. The availability of two eclipses separated by only two cycles (−6109 and −6107) leaves no cycle count ambiguity. Two mid-eclipse times of Tas et al. (2452411.3156 and 2452412.4078) were rejected due to the large phase shifts (∆φ > 0.01, in contrast to an average scatter of 0.004 for all other eclipses) with respect to the updated ephemeris of Robb & Greimel (1997) leaving 23 mid-eclipse times for determining the ephemeris. When calculating the phase difference with our new period, it turns out that these two data points have indeed a large phase difference (∆φ > 0.01), so most probably the published times of minima are incorrect. The times of minima together with the cycle number and the corresponding time difference are given in as the eclipse depth. The uncertainties are derived for ∆χ 2 = 1 when we scale the individual errors to obtain that the reduced χ 2 = 1.
Apparent magnitudes
In Table 4 we give the magnitudes of DE CVn in and out of eclipse of the ULTRACAM data as obtained with the second comparison star as given in Sect. 2.1. Also the MDM magnitudes and the magnitudes of the comparison stars are given. The MDM photometry taken on January 21, 2001 was obtained near phase 0.7, well outside the eclipse. The transformation to standard magnitudes was derived using observations of four Landolt standard fields. Except for U − B, the transformations derived from the standard stars all had scatter below 0.03 mag. For U − B the scatter is below 0.08 mag.
We derived the u ′ , g ′ and i ′ magnitudes of DE CVn in and out of eclipse in the ULTRACAM data of May 24, 2003. The part just before the actual eclipse is taken for the out of eclipse magnitudes. All the ULTRACAM magnitudes were derived by using the two comparison stars in the field as mentioned in Sect. 2.1. Smith et al. (2002) values were used to derive the u ′ , g ′ and i ′ magnitudes. The magnitudes for DE CVn were the same using either comparison star within ∼0.01 mag in g ′ and i ′ and ∼0.02 mag in u ′ (1σ uncertainty).
The nature of the components
DE CVn has not been studied spectroscopically before. An average low resolution spectrum taken with the ISIS spectrograph on the WHT on La Palma is shown in Fig. 2 . Clearly visible are the absorption bands of TiO indicating an M-type star. Emission lines of Hα, Hβ, Hγ, Hδ and Ca II H&K are visible as well. DE CVn is a single-lined spectroscopic eclipsing binary. We do not see any spectral features of the white dwarf in the overall spectrum. The six low dispersion DAO spectra referred to in Table 2 were observed consecutively before, during and after an eclipse of the white dwarf by the red dwarf. The sum of the two spectra taken during the eclipse were then subtracted from the sum of the two spectra taken immediately before the eclipse. The resultant smoothed spectrum is plotted in Fig. 2 . Using the spectra taken after the eclipse resulted in a similar spectrum. The strong hydrogen absorption lines are typical of a DA white dwarf and by visually comparing our WD spectrum with the ones in Wesemael et al. (1993) we come to a spectral type of DA7 ± 0.5 which corresponds to a temperature of 7500 ± 1000 K. The lack of residual Ca II K and narrow hydrogen emission lines gives us confidence that the subtraction was done correctly and the spectra did not need to be scaled.
To determine the characteristics of the two components we fit the averaged ISIS spectrum with a composite model consisting of a white dwarf and a red dwarf. We first corrected the spectra for the radial velocity variations as a function of phase before averaging the ISIS spectra.
The comparison spectra that were used to fit the data consist of a white dwarf model spectrum with a hydrogen atmosphere and temperatures between 1 500 and 17 000 K (kindly made available to us by P. Bergeron: Bergeron et al. 1991 , 1995 . From the most likely white dwarf mass and radius as derived from the eclipse fitting in Sect. 3.8 we derive a surface gravity for the white dwarf of log g ∼7.8. Therefore we have used only white dwarf template spectra with surface gravity log g = 7.5. A red dwarf template (M0V to M6V in integer types) together with the corresponding absolute visual magnitude was taken from the library of Pickles (1998) . We first scaled the individual spectra to 10 pc before adding them together. We calculated the reduced χ 2 of the fit to the average ISIS DE CVn spectrum for all the different model composite spectra to determine the nature of the components in this binary. The composition of the model spectrum with the lowest reduced χ 2 is taken as the best combination. A more extended description of the fitting procedure will be given in a future paper.
For the fitting of DE CVn we have excluded the wavelength regions around the emission lines of Hα, Hβ, Hγ, Hδ and Ca II H&K and the earth atmosphere bands. The best fit consists of the combination of a red dwarf with spectral type M3V and a white dwarf with a temperature of 8 000 K although the corresponding formal reduced χ 2 is high (511). The second best fit has a ∆χ 2 = 50. When we take all the combinations with a χ 2 < 1 000 the spectral type of the red dwarf stays the same, while the temperature varies between 7 000 and 9 000 K. Therefore we take an uncertainty on the temperature of 1 000 K. If we used log g = 8.0 instead of log g = 7.5 the spectral type of the secondary stayed the same, while the temperature changed to 10 000 ± 1 500 K. Combined with the temperature estimate from the eclipse (end of this section) and the difference spectrum (see above) we decided to use the results from fitting with the log g = 7.5 models.
The spectrum of DE CVn together with the best fit is shown in Fig. 2 . Consistent results are found when fitting the MDM spectra which cover a shorter wavelength range. The discrepancy between the data and the fit of the spectrum are likely due to flux calibration errors, different intrinsic properties of the red dwarf such as metallicity, and the non-removal of telluric features in our spectra.
Another method to derive the secondary spectral type is by using the TiO5 index. Reid et al. (1995) have given the best-fit linear relation between the spectral type of a late-type mainsequence star and its TiO5 band strength:
where TiO5 is the band strength as defined by F w /F cont with F w the flux in the 7126-7135 Å region and F cont as the flux in the 7042-7046 Å region. Using this definition we have calculated the TiO5 band strength and the corresponding spectral type for all the MDM spectra covering the wavelength range given above. The white dwarf contribution to this part of the spectrum is very small (≤ 5%), so this will not affect the ratio. The corresponding average S p is 2.17, corresponding to spectral type M2.
From the single M3 spectrum of Pickles (1998) we have calculated the TiO5 band strength and corresponding spectral type as well. This gives a strength of 0.55 and a spectral type of 2.27. By comparing the value of the M3 spectrum with the intrinsic variation as seen in Fig. 2 of Reid et al. (1995) we see that this value is consistent with the values derived for DE CVn. From this we see that the different methods are consistent with a red dwarf of spectral type M3 as used by Pickles (1998) .
From the apparent magnitudes of DE CVn in eclipse and outside eclipse we can derive the colour of the unseen white dwarf that is being eclipsed. This gives (u ′ − g ′ ) WD = 0.52 ± 0.01 and (g ′ − i ′ ) WD = −0.26 ± 0.02. By comparing this with the values from the white dwarf models the u ′ − g ′ colour indicates a temperature of 7 000-9 000 K, while the g ′ − i ′ colour indicates 6 000-8 000 K. This is fully consistent with the spectral modelling. Figure 2 . A combined ISIS spectrum of DE CVn (black line) together with a composite template of an M3V star from Pickles (1998) and a DA white dwarf with a temperature of 8 000 K and log g = 7.5 (grey/green line). Emission lines of Hα, Hβ , Hγ and Hδ are visible in the spectrum as well as the Ca II H&K emission lines and the TiO absorption bands of the M dwarf. No spectral line signatures of the primary are visible. The difference between the in and out of eclipse spectra shows the underlying white dwarf which is plotted in the upper left corner.
Spectral line variations
The spectra show emission lines of hydrogen up to H 10 and Ca II H&K emission. We have searched the normalized TLS echelle spectra for spectral lines showing radial velocity variations, either in phase with the Balmer and Ca II H&K lines or in anti-phase. All lines identified are listed in Table 5 together with their equivalent widths (EW). No lines were seen to move in anti-phase with the Balmer lines. The lines that do not have an EW value are blended with sky lines so that we can not derive an accurate value for the EW. The EW of the bluest H lines were measured in the average ISIS spectrum for which we first removed the phase shifts in the individual spectra.
Radial velocity curve
Radial velocities of the Hα lines in the TLS spectra were determined by fitting a single Gaussian line profile and a first order polynomial to the emission line and the surrounding continuum. The radial velocities of the Hβ and Hγ lines in the TLS spectra were also measured in this way. The typical uncertainties on the radial velocities of the TLS spectra for Hα, Hβ and Hγ are ∼0.3 km s −1 , ∼0.4 km s −1 and ∼0.7 km s −1 , respectively. The MDM spectra were cross-correlated with an M dwarf spectrum over the 6000-6500 Å range. The uncertainties for these cross-correlated radial velocities are ∼2.2 km s −1 . To derive the semi-amplitude of the radial velocity variations of the secondary and the systemic velocity we use the measurements of the Hα line in the TLS spectra, because these are the most accurate measurements. There is no spectral line feature of 6 E.J.M. van den Besselaar et al.: DE CVn: A bright, eclipsing red dwarf -white dwarf binary Table 5 . Identified lines in the TLS echelle spectra and the ISIS ( a ) spectrum together with their equivalent widths. The lines that do not have an equivalent width measurement are blended with sky lines. λ obs is the wavelength of the line as measured in the echelle spectra, while λ is the wavelength corresponding to the given element which we identify with this line. The typical uncertainty on the EW is ∼0.1 Å. the primary star visible in the spectra, so therefore we cannot derive the semi-amplitude of the white dwarf. We have used the function
where K 2 is the semi-amplitude of the secondary star and γ the systemic velocity in km s −1 to fit the data. The best fit gives γ = −7.5 ± 3 km s −1 , K 2 = 166 ± 4 km s −1 and φ 0 = −0.004 ± 0.004 for fitting only the TLS Hα variations. The uncertainties are derived from ∆χ 2 = 1 when the reduced χ 2 = 1. The phase of the radial velocity curve is consistent with the time of mideclipse. The fit is shown in Fig. 3 together with the measured radial velocity variations of Hα. The residuals of Hα, Hβ, Hγ and the TiO absorption features are shown Fig. 4 . When fitting for an eccentric orbit we find an insignificant eccentricity of e = 0.02 ± 0.02 so assuming a circular orbit is justified.
No differences in the radial velocity curves of Hβ, Hγ and absorption with respect to the Hα observations are observed.
Irradiation
In close binary systems we may expect to see irradiation on the red dwarf due to heating of the close white dwarf. To investigate this effect we have measured the variations of the EW of the Hα line. In Fig. 5 we show the variations of the EW of this line folded on the orbital period. A typical error bar is shown in the bottom left corner of the figure. There is considerable variation of the Hα line, but this does not coincide with the time scale of the orbital period. During the eclipse the EW is larger compared to outside eclipse. If the Hα emission originates in the atmosphere of the secondary due to irradiation of the white dwarf, we would expect to see variations in the strength corresponding to the time scale of the orbital period.
In the similar system RR Cae, consisting of a white dwarf of 7 000 K and an M6 or later secondary, a similar effect of a larger EW during eclipse was seen (Bruch 1999 ). This was contributed to the emission lines being intrinsic to the secondary itself (Bruch 1999) . In analogy, we therefore conclude that the Hα emission in DE CVn is also due to activity in the chromosphere of the M dwarf in contrast to being caused by irradiation. Furthermore, we can rule out Hα emission emerging from an accretion disk, because of its regular radial velocity profile and the single peaked lines. If the secondary star is irradiated by the white dwarf we would also expect a variation of the TiO5 band strength (which is discussed in Sect. 3.3) with respect to the orbital period due to heating in the atmosphere of the secondary. We see variations (see Fig. 6 ), but not with the orbital period. Thus also in this case, we conclude that the variations are intrinsic to the secondary.
Flare
During one of the ULTRACAM observing runs (25 May 2003) a flare was observed in all three bands starting at about 23:23 UT. This part of the light curve is shown in Fig. 7 . The observed part of the flare lasted ∼39 minutes. The flare has a complex structure with several peaks close together and a rebrightening during the decay part after the first peaks. Unfortunately the observation ended before DE CVn had returned to the quiescent (pre-flare) luminosity (most clearly seen in the u ′ band). From the observed count rates during quiescence and the average count rate during the observed part of the flare we calculated that DE CVn increased in brightness on average by 20%, 5% and 1% of the quiescent flux (so white dwarf + red dwarf) during this flaring period in u ′ , g ′ and i ′ respectively. To model the flare, we have taken a blackbody spectrum added to the best fitted template spectrum (see Sect. 3.3). A blackbody might not be a good approximation, but it is used in other analyses of flare stars as well (de Jager et al. 1986 (de Jager et al. , 1989 . We have assumed a constant (but not pre-determined) flaring area that is facing us with only temperature variations over time. We have assumed temperatures between 0 and 20 000 K in steps of 200 K and a constant radius for the flaring area.
For every point in time we have taken the three corresponding observed magnitudes. We have derived the u ′ , g ′ and i ′ magnitudes for our model by convolving the filter curves with our model spectrum for each temperature. For each point in time we have calculated the reduced χ 2 for each temperature and we have taken the temperature with the lowest reduced χ 2 for this point. After this the average reduced χ 2 over all the time points was calculated.
We performed this method for several constant flaring areas with radii between 0.010R ⊙ and 0.053R ⊙ with steps of 0.001R ⊙ . The result with the lowest average reduced χ 2 has a radius 0.038R ⊙ and the temperature variations are shown in Fig. 8 . The area that flares corresponds to 0.9% of the visible stellar disk of the red dwarf.
System parameters
Because spectral features from the white dwarf are not visible we can only measure the radial velocity curve of the secondary star. The inclination of the system is constrained by the eclipses in the photometric light curve.
We have fitted the ULTRACAM g ′ light curve with a simple model light curve that results from using two overlapping circles representing a white dwarf and a red dwarf that is (partly) obscuring the white dwarf (see Van Ham et al. 2007, submitted) . It is assumed that the light intensity is proportional to the visible part of the white dwarf. We have used the light curve in counts scaled to range between 1 (out of eclipse) and 0 (in eclipse). This way we only derive the radii of the two stars with respect to the orbital separation (a, i.e. R WD /a and R RD /a).
Limb darkening of the white dwarf could play a role. When we include limb darkening in our model the white dwarf radius increased by a few per cent. This is negligible with respect to the uncertainty in the inclination so therefore we have neglected the effect of limb darkening in our method.
From our model we obtain the combinations of the white dwarf and red dwarf radii with respect to the orbital separation for inclinations between 75
• and 90
• with a step size of 1
• . At lower inclinations we find that the red dwarf either fills its Roche lobe or is larger than its Roche lobe. As there is no evidence for mass transfer in the system, the red dwarf must be smaller than its Roche lobe. The reduced χ 2 for these fits to the eclipse light curve are not significantly different, illustrating the fact that another constraint on the system is required for a unique solution.
The semi-amplitude of the radial velocity variations of the secondary is derived from the spectra in Sect. 3.5. The spectral type of the secondary is determined in Sect. 3.3 by fitting model spectra to the spectrum of DE CVn. These parameters are taken as known input parameters in our two-circle model.
From the spectral type of the secondary and assuming zero-age main-sequence masses and temperatures the mass of the red dwarf should be between 0.3 and 0.5M ⊙ (see e.g. Kirkpatrick et al. 1991) . For every possible inclination we input the mass of the secondary in steps of 0.01M ⊙ between these values. Furthermore, we use Kepler's third law and the massradius relation for white dwarfs from Eggleton as quoted by Verbunt & Rappaport (1988) :
where R WD is in solar radii, M WD in solar masses, M CH = 1.44M ⊙ and M P is a constant whose numerical value is 0.00057M ⊙ . For every inclination we obtain a value of R WD /a from the eclipse fitting. By combining Kepler's third law and eq. (4) we derive the mass and radius of the white dwarf for every inclination and secondary mass. With the radius of the white dwarf and the result of the eclipse fitting we derive the orbital separation and the radius of the secondary star.
By assuming a circular orbit, which is justified by the radial velocity curve, we can constrain the inclination by using the mass function given in eq. (5) to derive the semi-amplitude of the red dwarf for every inclination and secondary mass, and the system parameters derived from the procedure described above. With these parameters and assuming a circular orbit we can use the following function for the mass function:
with M 1,2 in M ⊙ , K 2 in km s −1 and P in days. We take a 3σ uncertainty on the measured semi-amplitude of the radial velocity variation of the secondary and compared these with the semi-amplitudes for each possible solution. We selected only those solutions that satisfied the radial velocity criterion. This constrains the inclination of DE CVn to ≥ 82
• . The combined radial velocity and eclipse constraints lead to system parameters where the mass of the white dwarf is between 0.48 and 0.65M ⊙ and radius between 0.0117 and 0.0140R ⊙ . The red dwarf has a mass between 0.30 and 0.50M ⊙ and radius between 0.36 and 0.51R ⊙ . The orbital separation of the system is between 2.00 and 2.25R ⊙ .
By comparing our white dwarf radii with the corresponding masses for carbon core or oxygen core white dwarfs from Panei et al. (2000) our minimum and maximum mass for the white dwarf would be at most 5% larger. Furthermore, all the red dwarf masses that we used in deriving the system parameters are possible solutions.
In our ULTRACAM data set, we see hints for small out-ofeclipse light curve variations and variations between the different observations, but this data set does not cover the complete orbital period. In our eclipse fitting procedure we only use the section between phases −0.035 and 0.04, so here the effect of these variations can be neglected.
Space velocity and distance
The fitting procedure described in Sect. 3.3 also determines a distance to DE CVn of 28 ± 1 pc. The proper motion is known as well (see Sect. 1) and the systemic velocity is derived from fitting the radial velocity curve in Sect. 3.5. Johnson & Soderblom (1987) give the equations to calculate the space velocities (U, V, W) and we use (U ⊙ , V ⊙ , W ⊙ ) = (10.00 ± 0.36, 5.25 ± 0.62, 7.17 ± 0.38) in km s −1 as the velocity of the Sun with respect to the local standard of rest as given by Dehnen & Binney (1998) . The space velocities of DE CVn, defined as
are (u, v, w) = (−15.6 ± 0.6, −40.7 ± 1.5, −3.2 ± 2.9) km s −1 . U is defined as positive in the direction of the galactic center, V is positive in the direction of the galactic rotation and W is positive in the direction of the galactic North Pole. The derived space velocities for DE CVn are consistent with being a thin disk object (Fuhrmann 2004 ).
Discussion and conclusions
Binary parameters
We have analysed various spectroscopic and photometric observations of the eclipsing binary DE CVn. The light curves show total eclipses of the primary by the secondary star.
The low resolution average ISIS spectrum is fit with model composite spectra to determine the spectral type of the M dwarf and the temperature of the white dwarf. The best fit is derived for an M3V secondary star and the temperature of the white dwarf (with log g = 7.5) of 8 000 ± 1 000 K. This is consistent with the temperature estimates derived from the eclipse depths (Sect. 3.2) and difference spectrum (Sect. 3.3), and the spectral type from the .
From the echelle spectra taken with the TLS we have obtained radial velocity curves of Hα, Hβ and Hγ and also TiO absorption bands from the MDM spectra. These curves show a semi-amplitude for the secondary of 166 ± 4 km s −1 . Combining the eclipse constraints with the radial velocity amplitude results in a set of solutions satisfying the constraints as described in Sect. 3.8. Determining the most likely value with an uncertainty on it is very complex. Due to the interdependency of the relations used, calculating the uncertainties is not straightforward. As an example, we show the histogram of the possible solutions for the white dwarf mass in Fig. 9 which shows an asymmetrical distribution. The average or the mean does not coincide with the peak of the distribution. We take the most likely value as the highest point in the distribution. To determine the uncertainty on the most likely value we have taken the value for which 68% of the solutions are enclosed around the most likely value. The difference between these values is taken as our uncertainty. We have done this separately for each side of the distribution. For the white dwarf mass and radius this resulted in 0.51 
Progenitor
From the current small orbital separation we conclude that there was most probably a CE phase in the past in which the orbit has shrunken significantly. At the onset of the CE phase, the initially more massive star has evolved to a star with giant dimensions. We assume that the core of the giant star at the start of the CE phase had the same mass as the present day white dwarf. This can be used to reconstruct the evolution of DE CVn to find the possible progenitors.
To do this we take single main-sequence stars with masses of 1 to 8M ⊙ in steps of 0.1M ⊙ . We evolve these stars with the method described in Hurley et al. (2000) . When the core mass (M c ) of the stars has reached the mass of the white dwarf that we observe in DE CVn (0.51M ⊙ ) the evolution is stopped. Then we check if the radius of the star at this point (R i ) corresponds to the largest radius during the evolution up to this point. We assume that the star fills its Roche lobe in the giant phase.
The most likely mass of the white dwarf of DE CVn falls in a mass range where many progenitor stars cannot fill their Roche lobe with this core mass. The reason is that on the first giant branch their core grows to ∼0.48M ⊙ , when the helium flash happens. Then the star contracts while the core mass still increases. When the star expands again to ascend the asymptotic giant branch (AGB), the core mass has become larger than the most likely white dwarf mass in DE CVn. However, this is very sensitive to the core mass: for a core mass of 0.51M ⊙ we find only one progenitor, while for 0.52M ⊙ we find six. We therefore use 0.52M ⊙ , as a compromise between staying close to the most likely mass yet allowing as many progenitors as are allowed by the inferred mass range.
The possible progenitors are given in Table 6 . The first three columns in this table are the initial mass of the main-sequence Table 6 . Parameters of different white dwarf progenitors at the time the core mass reaches 0.52M ⊙ . M 0 is the initial mass of the main-sequence progenitor. M i and R i are the mass and radius of the star when it has reached the required core mass. This means that the first five are AGB stars, while the last one is a red giant. t evol is the time between the birth of the binary and the start of the CE phase, a i and P i are the initial orbital separation and initial orbital period, α CE is the fraction of the orbital period used for ejection of the CE, while λ is a numerical value dependent on the structure of the star. The time from main-sequence binary to a CV is given as t tot . progenitor of the white dwarf (M 0 ) and the mass and radius of the star at the time the evolution is stopped (M i and R i ). The evolution time of the star until this point is given as t evol . The first five possibilities are stars that reach the required core mass while on the AGB, while the last one is peculiar: it reached the required core mass when it had a non-degenerate core. If the progenitor was such a star, the system would have come out of the commonenvelope phase as a helium-burning star (most likely observable as a subdwarf B star) with a low-mass companion. Only after most helium was burned to carbon and oxygen would the star have turned into a white dwarf. There are no possible progenitors with initial masses between 1.6-3.4M ⊙ . For mass > 1.6M ⊙ the core mass of the giant on the red giant branch (RGB) has not yet grown to the required mass. After the RGB phase the star contracts again, while the core mass is growing. When the star reaches the AGB phase, the core mass is already larger than the required mass. This results in no possible progenitor star. At the moment of sufficient core mass, the star needs to be larger than any time previously in its evolution otherwise the star would have started Roche lobe overflow earlier in its evolution when the core mass was not yet massive enough.
For stars > 3.4M ⊙ the core of the giant at the start of the RGB phase is already larger than the required core mass, leaving no possible progenitor for the present day white dwarf. The progenitor with an initial mass of 3.4M ⊙ is just on the edge of being a possible progenitor for the present day white dwarf in DE CVn.
Common-envelope phase
We assume that a possible progenitor fills its Roche lobe at the start of the CE phase. By using the formula for the Roche lobe of Eggleton (1983) 
(with q = M i /M 2 ) we can calculate the orbital separation (a i ) (and thus the orbital period P i ) at the moment the evolution was stopped. These values are given in Table 6 as well. From the initial orbital period (a i , Table 6 ) and the present day orbital period, we note that a large orbital shrinkage has taken place. Together with the rather extreme initial mass ratios, this implies that DE CVn went through a common-envelope phase during its evolution.
We take the parameters of the giants derived above as the ones at the start of the common-envelope phase. With the use of (de Kool et al. 1987 )
we calculate α CE λ, where λ is a numerical value dependent on the structure of the star and α CE the fraction of the orbital energy that is used for ejection of the common envelope (de Kool 1992), for every possible progenitor. α CE is usually 0 ≤ α CE ≤ 1, but for double white dwarfs it is found to be ≥ 1 (Nelemans & Tout 2005) . The α CE λ values for the possible progenitor stars are given in Table 6 as well.
The most massive progenitor has α CE λ of 5.83. Dewi & Tauris (2000) give λ values as a function of the radius of the giant for stars with M ≥ 3M ⊙ . From their table we conclude that for our possible progenitor of mass 3.4M ⊙ λ is around 0.6-0.9 indicating α CE 6 which is very unlikely. Therefore we rule out such a star as the possible progenitor.
The other possible progenitors have α CE λ < 1 indicating a rather inefficient ejection of the CE (e.g. a large fraction of the binding energy is not used for ejection of the CE). These values are in agreement with the values found for other white dwarf -red dwarf binaries (e.g. Nelemans & Tout 2005; Morales-Rueda et al. 2005) , and we conclude that the progenitor star of the present day white dwarf was a main-sequence star with M ≤ 1.6M ⊙ .
Time scales
Now that we can reconstruct the evolution of DE CVn we can determine the corresponding time scales. From the possible progenitors of the white dwarf we find that the time it took before the CE phase started is 2.5-6.5×10 9 years. The temperature of the white dwarf is 8 000 ± 1 000 K. From the cooling tracks of Wood (1995) as shown in Fig. 4 of Schreiber & Gänsicke (2003) we can determine a cooling age (t cool ) of the white dwarf of ∼8 × 10 8 years. The current age of the system is therefore 3.3-7.3×10 9 years. Due to angular momentum loss, the system will evolve towards a semi-detached cataclysmic variable (CV) phase. To determine the time that it will take for DE CVn to become a semidetached binary we first need to know the orbital period at which mass transfer starts (P sd ). This period follows from the Roche geometry and Kepler's third law:
For DE CVn we derive an orbital period at the start of mass transfer of 3 hours. The orbital period will shrink due to loss of orbital angular momentum. For low-mass stars it is often assumed that the dominant mechanism is (disrupted) magnetic breaking (Verbunt & Zwaan 1981; King 1988) . In short, disrupted magnetic breaking occurs in a close binary when the tides force the secondary star to be co-rotating with the binary, while magnetic fields in the secondary force the stellar wind to co-rotate with the secondary star. When this exert a spin-down torque on the secondary star this must extract angular momentum from the binary orbit. At a mass of ∼0.3M ⊙ the secondary becomes fully convective and therefore loses its dynamo (or at least changes it) so that magnetic breaking is no longer the dominant source of angular momentum loss.
By assuming that the angular momentum loss is due to disrupted magnetic braking only until the secondary becomes fully convective at a secondary mass of at least 0.3M ⊙ , the time it will take before mass transfer starts is (Schreiber & Gänsicke 2003) : 
where M 1 and M 2 are in M ⊙ and R 2 in R ⊙ . This corresponds to a time of 1.9 × 10 10 years before DE CVn becomes a CV, which is just longer than the Hubble time.
Systems such as DE CVn will not contribute to the current sample of CVs, unless the loss of angular momentum in the current detached white dwarf -red dwarf phase is much higher than that given by magnetic braking alone (see e.g. Brinkworth et al. 2006 , where an angular momentum loss mechanism ∼100 times greater in strength than the currently accepted value seems to be required to explain the rate of period decrease in NN Ser).
